**The campaign trails continue**

**Caruso challenges opponents to debate**

by Joe Abell

Gary Caruso formally challenged his opponents to an open debate last night in Sorin Hall.

"I'd like to see Bob, Paul, Floyd, or any other candidates that want to go over to the Engineering Auditorium and present their platform," he said.

"I'll even pay the 35-dollar rent fee for the Auditorium" he added emphatically.

Caruso, campaigning in various halls, criticized statements of candidates Paul Dziedzic and Floyd Soldati.

"Kezele's call for a "radical" new social life," Caruso said, "Some of these changes they're suggesting are a little too radical." His running mate, Bob Long also criticized Dziedzic's proposals of action to take to force the University's hand on various issues. "We don't talk about flushing toilets or leaving lights on - that's something the students can get into on a more individual basis. We want to get all the students together," he said.

While he talked in Holy Cross Hall, Caruso's staff released another investigative report, this time dealing with University investments. He charged in the report that the University did not uphold Christian standards by holding stock in various companies allegedly associated with polluting the environment.

His report, specifically named Standard Oil Company, Firestone Tires, and DuPont Chemical Company, and said that his sources were dated October 31, 1969. He said that efforts were being made to obtain later, revised lists.

A proposal to be presented to Brother Kiernan was also released by Caruso's campaign office. In his proposal, Caruso suggested that all refrigerators over five cubic feet should be prohibited, and that the University after investigations should recommend "two or three" different types of small refrigerators to be used in the halls.

Caruso met opponent Floyd Kezele, in Morrissey and Caruso expressed disappointment at Kezele's refusal to debate with any candidate at any time anywhere.

Caruso announced his opponents campaigns as "concerned only with their image." Long commented, "We don't have any real reputation to protect, so we really don't care if you like us or people, just as long as you like what we're trying to do.

In Flanner Hall, Caruso was confronted with the issue of the Gay Liberation Front on campus, and was asked if he would support various efforts and activities of gays if elected. Caruso, who later described the question as "totally unexpected" said that he would "discriminate against no one."

"It wouldn't be fair to refuse support to the gay people and then turn around and help out the Blacks," he said.

Caruso concluded his talks with promises of looking into the shuttle buses and renovation of the LaFortune basement. "We have appointments with the people in charge and we'll get some answers," he said.

**Schlosser: Student power has two parts**

by John Abowd

Observer Assistant Editor

Emphasizing that student power consisted of two elements - political power and cultural action - Joe Schlosser and Lincoln Soldati continued their mixed media campaign into the second day of the SPS SRP.

The unique Schlosser-Soldati campaign approach which includes a travelling guitarist, hothead huddle concerts and an upcoming "trucking movie" drew crowds that averaged fifteen in Sorin, Wallach and Cavanagh.

Schlosser described the operation of the University as a corporate structure. This means the work "from an efficiency viewpoint cutting corners to get what they want."

The corporate philosophy, Schlosser argues, means that students must organize around common needs that are not effectively met by an efficient University.

"Education is not a production process. Since students aren't machines, they must organize to strike a balance between personal education and efficiency," he added.

The two off-campus residents outlined a method of implementing student power based on the parital issue:

- Student government encourages each hall to develop its own rules without considering University guidelines.

- The already implemented rules would then be presented to the Trustees.

- If the trustees reject these rules Schlosser and Soldati would tell the Trustees to enforce them personally.

- The SC would support any hall that enforced its own rules.

Soldati described the team's plans for the Student Center, taking student control of the center as a "must."

"The student center is dead... he said, "nothing happens there, there is nothing to do there, nothing to get involved in."

The team plans to confront the Lafortune management by scheduling a band to play Monday night that Br. Gorch, center manager, has banned.

They refused to release the name of the band.

Soldati stressed that "spontaneity" was the essence of their campaign and would characterize their approach to changing the cultural atmosphere.

Specific suggestions included:

- scheduling less expensive bands for more weeks in rather than spending $30,000 for Chicago and having nothing on the other weekends.

- using student talent by offering them exposure in the student center, Huddle, and Stepan Center.

Soldati suggested that the "unity and sense of common interests" developed in this manner could be "channled into political confrontation when an issue arose."

One issue which both candidates thought was "definitely an area of confrontation" was coed dorms...

They called for Student Government with the consent of the halls involved, to plan a coed dorm.

"We aren't necessarily saying that we should have coed dorms next year but we want to provide the ground work so that the Student Government that succeeds will not have to start from scratch the following year.

**Luken advocates 'referendum govt'**

by Mike O'Hare

Hoping to "get back to student referendum government," SSB candidate Chuck Luken revealed last night that he is conducting a survey to determine the attitudes of Notre Dame students on campus issues.

Luken said he planned to circulate the survey among 1500 students on the North Quad. Questions on the survey will deal with such subjects as co-ed dorms, placing a student on the Board of Trustees, dropping A- and B- grades, and the effectiveness of student government in representing the students.

Results of the survey will be released today.

The Luken-Spok ticket also has plans to "streamline the structure of student government." They advocate operating student government through the offices of the SSB SBVP, the Hall Presidents Council, and an elected 11 man-woman body. Under this plan, the Senate and the SLC would be abolished and be replaced by this 11 member body, which would pass on the budget and be in charge of services such as the O'Conruick.

Stating that "I will not make promises that I cannot keep," Luken said he hoped to accomplish his goals by "modulating the students and mixing diplomacy with pressure."

He cited a bill before the Indiana legislature which would require that all state schools have a student on the Board of Trustees. He feels that if this legislation is approved, it would create a precedent which the students could pressure the University to follow.

Luken also said he advocated altering the current Pre-Mod structure, which currently requires all majors to get a recommendation from one person. He would rather see a committee formed to give recommendations for medical school.

He said that this system is used by many schools and called it "fairer" than the Notre Dame system.

Renovation of LaFortune Student Center is also high on Luken's list of priorities. He would use an expected appropriation of $250,000 from the Trustees to improve the student center.

Luken also remarked that only Gary Caruso had accepted his challenge to debate "any and all SSB candidates."

The ND election committee will meet at 12:30 pm to randomly order names on the election ballot and consider any challenges. The meeting will be in the Student Government office.
Higgins stresses more student authority

SHVP candidate Mike Sherrod, running mate of Paul Dziedzic, said last night that students need the "power to say 'no!'" in order to counter the power of the Trustees and administrators. With this "student authority," he said, "we could make a difference in the student body so that students are all autonomous." 

Sherrod advocated in Pangborn Hall, the creation of an Academic Grievance Board, composed of both students and faculty, and which would have the final say on academic problems. He, also, favored putting pressure on the administra-

Higgins stresses media usage

by Mike Baum

In his second day of campaign for SBP, candidate Bob Higgins continued to stress the necessity of an active, informed student body to obtain results. Covering several halls, often speaking door to door, Higgins expanded upon his concepts of "making use of the media" and student activism.

Claiming "People will rally behind a strong leader if they know what's going on," Higgins again promised full, via news conferences, of the Observer and WNDN.

Higgins stated that he feels that a lack of communication between student government and the administration, the Trustees, this year (Barkett's people) have accomplished, but the students were kind of left out," he said, adding, "There were talented people on the cabinet last year that were not used," and promised this would not happen this year.

Higgins laid special emphasis on the use of "student power." Paralleling his running mate, Fogge, Higgins cited as an example the food claimed to be a forthcoming HPC proposal to declare party rooms "already existent in many halls, as 'private rooms' to allow the use of alcoholic beverages within University regulations, which, he feels, would be a great aid to social life at Notre Dame.

Stated Higgins, "We're going to back this proposal, present a logical argument. We're going to use our influence in the Administration." He said that if the University refused "without a good rational argument" they would try to organize simultaneous campus-wide parties in these rooms to "pressure" the point.

Similarly on the issue of coed dorms, Higgins reported that he had talked with University President Theodore M. Hesburgh on the subject, and quoted Fr. Hesburgh as saying, "Talking about a coed dorm is a non-negotiable demand," and that a coed dorm was "a dead issue." Higgins responded that, "This is an argument we cannot accept, it's not a rational argument!" He said, "We're going to propose a coed dorm. If we don't get some rational reasons why we can't have a coed dorm, then we'll move some people out, move some people in, we'll make a coed dorm."

Admitting that, "If we don't have the students behind us, we can't do this," Higgins stressed the need for such general student activism. "We think our campaign is just a little bit different than everybody else in that we're appealing to you the student not just as voters but as backers. We need you not just next Tuesday, but for all in next year."

In response to questions, Higgins agreed with SBP candidate Paul Dziedzic's idea for a food coop, saying, "I think any kind of a food coop is a good idea especially for the Off-Campus students... I don't know how feasible it is in LaFortune." 

On Dziedzic's proposal to replace the Senate with a "forum" of section leaders, however, Higgins said, "I don't see that as feasible." He pointed to the failure of past attempts to get the Senate to abolish itself, and the general impossibility of getting a student referendum since, "they don't give a damn about the Senate."

Sherrod advocates more student authority

By Mike Bagel

Sherrod claimed that the Administration had not sufficiently looked into the problems involved with the admission of Notre Dame women the previous year. He gave as example, the special problems the infirmary would face with women; He also said that if Notre Dame was to impose a different set of regulations on women, such as a different set of parietal hours, Notre Dame would be "discriminatory" and guilty of "sexism."

Concerning LaFortuneSherrod remarked, "It's not much of a student center." He felt that, "LaFortune needs renovation," but didn't specify any particular approach.
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After a hot-tempered debate on the legality of the proposal, the Student Life Council referred a student-initiated motion to give it override power on vetoes by the Vice President for Student Affairs to the Steering Committee.

Presented by Rich Urda, South Quad representative with 10 minutes remaining in the monthly Council meeting, the bill would give the SLC power to override decisions made by the Vice President for Student Affairs.

Administration SLC representatives disputed the legality of the motion contending it was illegal because it was a substitute for a related proposal by students. Administrators also felt it would countermand the Student Affairs Vice-President's authority vested by the University president and Board of Trustees. William Eagan, chairman, however, overruled both questions.

At the late afternoon meeting, Representatives also defeated a Floyd Kezele sponsored motion that the Board of Trustees change SLC by-laws to continue to seat three SMC representatives with voting privileges. In a roll call vote, Kezele's proposal, supported by himself, Dave Tushar, John Barkett, SBF, Buz Imhoff, Jerry O'Connor, and Professor Peter Thornton, lost 15-6.

In other business, the SLC heard reports from its subcommittees. Mandated by the Steering Committee to evaluate the university judicial system for the March 18-20 Board of Trustees' meeting, the Rules and Regulations Committee presented a detailed study. In a survey conducted by the committee, 55 per cent of fall judicial board chairmen rated their performance as inefficient. There was some qualification on that rating.

Before sending the "veto override" legislation to the Steering Committee, Fr. Blantz argued, "The possibility of an appeal to the SLC for every little decision I make everyday would make the legislature accomplished little of its work."

Argument on Kezele's proposal centered on Fr. Burtchaell's recent veto of the 18-year old Rights bill, Welsh replied, "If 18-year-olds can vote, I should be entitled to vote there. Generally speaking, students have very few problems in meeting legal residency requirements."

Several students also queried Welsh about his presidential favorite. Welsh responded that his posture is "one race at a time," since many of his friends and close supporters were interested in several of the candidates.

Throwing the conference immediately into a question-and-answer period, the former governor of Indiana was first asked his impression of the current state legislature.

"They have certain built-in problems because the leaders of session since both were con­derning for the Republican gubernatorial nomination and each tended to negate the good of the other. In a nutshell, the legislature accomplished little of consequence."

Questioned about Gov. Whitcomb's recent veto of the 18-year old Rights bill, Welsh replied, "It should have been signed."

The press conference ended with some of Welsh's reflections on a more equitable state tax, his preference towards a ticket for both governor and lieutenant governor, a criticism of the Indiana Public Welfare Dept., and a description of Gov. Whitcomb's blatant disregard of public welfare this term.

---

More on rooms

The SLC agreed last night to accept a proposal submitted by Walsh and Badin presidents Dave Yvonon and Buz Imhoff regarding the rights of misplaced residents. The proposal asked hall councils to examine room selection procedure.

Particularly it asked to disallow room freezes, offer 10-15 positions in the section of each hall for transferred students, allow equal individual room choices with previous roommates, and called for a list of each hall's selection policies.

Although all the halls did not accept the entire proposal, there were no deviations which caused great concern. Pangborn President Benny O'Leary told of his hall's plan to accept new residents in half-sections. This would enable them to become acclimated to the new hall's community while retaining old friendships.

Members of the Ad Hoc Housing Committee set up by Father Chambers C.S.C. to advise him on each hall's available quarters expressed optimism. But Imhoff, one of six members, said misplaced Badin residents who will make half choices next week should present "no earth-shaking problems." The committee will submit its information to Father Chambers when it has finished gathering figures from each hall.

---

Welsh terms legislation 'ineffective'

Matt Welsh, currently a candidate for governor of Indiana, gave his views on subjects ranging from the present "ineffective" state legislature to the recent veto of the 18-year old rights bill in a press conference before a sparse crowd yesterday afternoom in the Fiesta Lounge of LaFortune Student Center.

"The drinking provision was only an incidental portion of the bill. If 18-year-olds can vote, I don't see why they can't drink. If they have the responsibilities, why shouldn't they also have the privileges?"

Welsh also gave his opinion as to whether out-of-state college students should be allowed to vote in Indiana state elections.

"If a student mentally decides the college is his home, that he spends most of his time there and works the most there, then he should be entitled to vote there. Generally speaking, students have very few problems in meeting legal residency requirements."

Several students also queried Welsh about his presidential favorite. Welsh responded that his posture is "one race at a time," since many of his friends and close supporters were interested in several of the candidates.

Throwing the conference immediately into a question-and-answer period, the former governor of Indiana was first asked his impression of the current state legislature.
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Dziedzic invokes "convictions"

Calling for a "politics of conviction rather than a politics of concession," SBP hopeful Paul Dziedzic campaigned door to door in Badin, Dillon, Stanford, and Grace halls last night.

"Student leaders have to start standing on convictions and not on what's convenient. They have to stand on what's right. It's the role of a leader to show he has a mind and a will," he continued.

Dziedzic maintained that one basic problem in the administration's decision to create a "Notre Dame man." Another problem is "students who have the administration as an enemy rather than a partner in making such decisions for ourselves," he opined.

"We have to stop student problems such as vandalism and cheating. These are committed by students against students. Someone has to stand up and say it's wrong." Students should "expect to be challenged if I'm elected," he added.

On co-education, Dziedzic criticized the administration.

"All options must be left open," he opined.

The candidate also cited "the very real problem of winning the Indiana primary this weekend. The organization will conduct a petition drive in South Bend and Gary in order to help get Senator McGovern's name on the ballot in Indiana. The organization will also help out in the Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio and Michigan primaries as the campaign progresses.

Any interested persons are urged to attend the next meeting, which is to be held on Sunday, February 27, at 4 p.m. in the south lounge of Regina Hall at SMC. Further information call Cranmer at 393, or come by the temporary headquarters in Hall 3:30 and 7 PM.

Cranmer said the McGovern backers will make a concerted effort to have the senator nominated by the convention, and have his platform approved.

McGovern's platform is "the only platform which deals with specifics rather than loose generalities," Cranmer said.

The Students for McGovern have no intention of aligning with the Mock Democratic Convention, as announced Tuesday, according to Al Cramer, the organization's chairman.

The organization will conduct a petition drive in South Bend and Gary in order to help get Senator McGovern's name on the ballot in Indiana. The organization will also help out in the Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio and Michigan primaries as the campaign progresses.

Any interested persons are urged to attend the next meeting, which is to be held on Sunday, February 27, at 4 p.m. in the south lounge of Regina Hall at SMC. Further information call Cranmer at 393, or come by the temporary headquarters in Hall 3:30 PM.

Deere stressed that if all the channels are closed, I would move for a confrontation. Such things as boycotting the bookstore, the Huddle, or paying for our own advance enrollment on time. If we have enough people who are willing to pay the penalty for standing up for their rights we can make something of a confrontation.

The candidate also cited structural inadequacies present in student government. He proposed a forum of section leaders and hall leaders who would discuss basic student problems, with student government officials.

According to Dziedzic, forum participants would select some of their members to sit on a legislative assembly to replace the senate as student government legislative body.

Last Grass Cinema presents "Loneliness of a Long Distance Runner"

with Tom Courtenay
Friday Carroll Hall 3:30, 7, 9
75¢ or subscription
Krathaus, Irish
swim team seek records

by Vic Dorr

When a college coach tries to recruit an athlete, a simple exchange of letters usually won't do the trick. But, such an exchange worked for Irish swimming Coach Dennis Stark, when he tried to recruit Gene Krathaus from Seneca High School, in Buffalo, N.Y.

Krathaus, who was interested in ND, wrote a letter to the University, and Stark was quick to follow up on it. That was three years ago, and now, when Krathaus has become one of the biggest bargains ever discovered by the Notre Dame swimming program.

The 6-1, twice a high school All American, is a two time monogram winner for the Irish tankers, and is a consistent winner for them in the shortest of the sprint races--the 50 yards.

"I've been swimming for about eight years," he said, "since was about 12. And I've always been swimming the 50. I got into it during a meet in a park near my home. The race was part of a festival, we all wanted to win it, and I entered because everyone else did. And I guess I won it, in fact--and a lot of people who were watching thought I was a member of a regular club. I wasn't, but I was asked to join a local club."

Gene's efforts at Notre Dame have reflected his earlier success. He holds the Irish varsity record in the 50 (20.22), and is tied for the Notre Dame record in the 100- and 200-yard sprints.

Currently, Krathaus is a regular first-place finisher. Last Saturday, in an 84-30 loss to Purdue, he was one of two Irish swimmers to carry a blue ribbon (Jim Kane was the other).

He, during the two weeks preceding the Purdue meet, Krathaus scored two more wins in the 50--against St. Bonaventure and Wayne State.

FD wreslers and fencers on road

Notre Dame's wrestling and fencing teams had a busy weekend on the road this weekend.

Unbeaten heavyweight Mike Fanning was a first-place finisher in both of the Northwest's major meets of the week. He lost to Mike Martin (118, 10-9), Steve McKeown (132), and Ken Ryan (135, 15-3, 11), Fritz Bruning (158, 4-1) and possibly Rick Koman (177, 10-9-0).

Notre Dame's fencing team, now 10-2 after beating Michigan State 25-1, and losing to Ohio State, 15-12, last weekend, meets Purdue in Lafayette on Friday and then faces Wisconsin and Illinois Saturday in Champaign.

Gene is one of four double monogram winners on the team's main roster, and he is well able to handle the pressure of being a constant top finisher.

"The idea is to make swimming fun. It's all psychological once you've got the starting block and worry or tension can get you down and ruin your race. You owe it to the team," he continued, "to work hard. And if you try as hard as you can, and stay in good shape, then you'll usually end up with the best outcomes."

Krathaus will be the first to admit that the Notre Dame swimmers weren't "too psyched" for their match with the Boilermakers last Saturday. But he is expecting a turnaround this weekend, when the ND team meets Northern Illinois and Marshall U. in a tri-meet in the Rocke Memorial pool.

"These will be two of our toughest meets of the year," Gene said. "We aren't in any conference, so we have to go on our record at the end of the year. And wins over both Marshall and Northern Illinois would give us a 9-3 record and the best winning percentage in Notre Dame swimming history."

"After this weekend, we go to the Motor City Invitational (in Detroit). We were fifth there last year, but we're hoping to win it this year. They have some pretty good teams there, like Eastern Michigan. Then they have teams like Oakland U. and Wayne State, where we've already gone against.

Like the other members of the swimming squad, Krathaus is very much aware of the value of the team."

"The coach puts down the basis for it," he said, "when speaking of the squad as a whole. "If everyone all pulls together, we all work together. I, mean, if a good swimmer is doing something wrong on his turns, then everyone will try to help him out. We're a pretty close team, too. Everybody got up here about two weeks before the second semester began so we could start work, and we do a lot after the season, too."

But while Krathaus is appreciative of the value of his team, he is also appreciative of coach Stark's value. Gene has worked under Stark for his entire career at ND, and he admits that Stark's coaching has made a difference in his style.

"He helped me learn a lot more than just swimming," said Gene. "He helped me learn a lot of the fine points, and he helped smooth out a lot of the rough edges in my form."

And Stark's attention has paid off well, for there are few rough edges in the 50 yards.

ND sailors fourth

Although idle during the winter months, the Notre Dame sailing team manager a fourth-place finish in a field of eight entrants in Tulane University's Windjammer regatta last Saturday, February 18th, in Lake Pontchartrain in New Orleans.

Southern teams, which have been training throughout the winter, sailed off with the top three places in the Regatta. California, representing the regenerated Naval Academy, was first, Texas, sailing out of Houston (Texas), was second, and Miami (Florida) was third. The Irish were in the CC's. by frosh Stark's coaching has made a difference in his style.

"He helped me learn a lot more than just swimming," said Gene. "He helped me learn a lot of the fine points, and he helped smooth out a lot of the rough edges in my form."

"The coach puts down the basis for it," he said, "when speaking of the squad as a whole. "If everyone all pulls together, we all work together. I, mean, if a good swimmer is doing something wrong on his turns, then everyone will try to help him out. We're a pretty close team, too. Everybody got up here about two weeks before the second semester began so we could start work, and we do a lot after the season, too."

But while Krathaus is appreciative of the value of his team, he is also appreciative of coach Stark's value. Gene has worked under Stark for his entire career at ND, and he admits that Stark's coaching has made a difference in his style.

"He helped me learn a lot more than just swimming," said Gene. "He helped me learn a lot of the fine points, and he helped smooth out a lot of the rough edges in my form."

And Stark's attention has paid off well, for there are few rough edges in Gene Krathaus' form any more. At least there are few that have been apparent this year to Krathaus' opponents in the 50-yard sprint.

Alumni Club
(Senior Bar)
FRIDAY: Oldies Night with Dance Contest. Prizes for Winners
SATURDAY: Live Music Introducing "Ox Peddle" 10 pm-1 am
**Irish battle for playoff position**

by Jim Donaldson

Sports Editor

It often seems to be a fact of the sports world that, after months of practice and hard fought games, the season's failure or success will hinge on the outcome of a single game or series. And that's just the situation that faces the Irish tonight in the WCHA's second four-game series with the Michigan Wolverines at the Convocation Center.

The Irish, losers of their last eight games, have slipped to fifth place in the WCHA with a 7-15 record (11-17 overall) and just 18 points, after falling to seventh with 24 title points. Michigan, on the other hand, has compiled a quite respectable 13-9-2 mark, though their schedule falls off a bit next weekend with games against the Kenai River and Bemidji State.

Michigan coach Sergio Mancini, who compiled a quite respectable 13-9-2 mark, though their schedule falls off a bit next weekend with games against the Kenai River and Bemidji State.

The Wolverines enter this red-hot stretch of their season with two points behind both Colorado College and Michigan, tied for seventh with 24 title points.

Coach Leffy Smith and his club are well aware of the importance of this weekend's series. "We've got to win both games," Smith commented grimly yesterday.

The Irish have been good, but not great recently, although they've been unable to snap their losing streak. Notre Dame has lost to three ranked teams, come on the road, and has been outscored by the Wolverines. The Irish have lost the last three games by scores of 3-2, 2-1, and 4-3.

"I've been satisfied with the team's play the last couple of weeks," Smith said. "We make some mistakes, but so do the clubs we play. Our problem has been that the opposition has been taking advantage of our errors and we haven't been able to capitalize on theirs."

The Irish, bailed out early in the season by defensive problems, have had difficulties scoring the past couple of weeks, picking up just 10 goals in their last four games, far below their early season average of five goals per contest.

The Wolverines, in contrast, haven't had much success at producing goals. Michigan is tenth in the WCHA in goals against, yielding 141, a 5.9 average, while losing 14 of 24 league starts.

Senior Karl Bagnell has been in the nets for every game the Wolverines have played this season, but his performance has not been as bad as the statistics would indicate. Karl Bagnell made 49 saves as the Wolverines upset Wisconsin, 6-4, at Ann Arbor.

Bagnell is the best goalie I've seen in the league," Wolverine coach Al Arbour said of his durable netminder. "He has to stop a lot of shots when we don't play well." How well the Wolverines play in front of Bagnell seems to depend on whether or not they're playing in front of the home fans, as well. Michigan has compiled an impressive home record, winning nine of 12 games in the Michigan home arena. On the road, however, the Wolverines have struggled.

"Just the situation that faces the weekend's four-point series with the Wolverines is just too much," Smith said. "We've got to win both games, and that's for a post-season playoff berth. And that's for a post-season playoff berth, depending on the results of this weekend's four-point series with the Michigan Wolverines at the Convocation Center."
bias

The Observer story in the February 22nd edition, concerning President Nixon’s trip to China, contained an error. The article said Dr. Moody was a Foreign Service officer on Vietnam. He was a graduate student on Taiwan and had never worked for the government.

CLASSIFIED ADS

WANTED


R. Calihan. Kersten will address members of the student body at 7:30 tonight from the fourth floor ledge of Walsh Hall prior to his Fast-Finding Commission to St. Mary’s College. Kersten, who was recently kidnapped while attending a rally in his honor at Kent Hall, will be present only if the minimum ransom is paid for his release.

Two students of Thomas’s campaign manager stated, “The money will be paid if it can be raised in time. We are depending on strong support from the student body to raise the necessary funds.”
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Thomas wants community changes

by Pete Fries

Development of community and reforms in the administration were stressed last night by SSB candidate Dennis Thomas. Speaking to a small crowd in Breen-Hillman, Thomas described a seven-point plan aimed at “communication between the student and the administrators and the development of academic halls on campus.

Thomas admitted to an absolute lack of experience in student government but cited this as perhaps the best qualification I have.” Thomas also distinguished his campaign from the “twiddle-dum twiddle- depress platforms and same old rhetoric of the other candidates,” stating that his platform is designed on positive action and facing present problems of the university.

Academic halls would replace some halls on campus and would consist of students and staff. Students would take a minimum of 40 credit hours directly within the hall. Thomas emphasized “this would develop a real community, not just a section community.”

Also proposed by Thomas was the separation of the administration into two entities. One would regard the campus strictly with the recruitment of funds for the university and the other strictly with the administration of affairs on campus and thus “build a better communication between students and the administration.” The latter pointed out that the present situation in the administrative regards many personnel to be a combination of both.

The strongest emphasis of Thomas’ platform is in the participation of the Notre Dame community within the city of South Bend. He compared Notre Dame to an “ivy tower university” and that “we’re not dealing with the problems of the community (South Bend)”. His goal would be to use Notre Dame in urban projects and other community-related activities.

Thomas also stressed heavily minority recruitment and would strive for increased enrollment especially of Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and American Indians. Thomas also commented that he would push for a Spanish education, Thomas said: “Education and the merger are problems but compared to the problems of a guy in South Bend who makes thirty dollars a week and supports five kids, they are minor.”

Thomas did promise though, that concerning the merger talks, he would “make them (administration) tell us what’s going on if it takes petitions to students and slaming.”

Kersten to speak (maybe) at Walsh

R. Calihan Kersten will address members of the student body at 7:30 tonight from the fourth floor ledge of Walsh Hall prior to his Fast-Finding Commission to St. Mary’s College. Kersten, who was recently kidnapped while attending a rally in his honor at Kent Hall, will be present only if the minimum ransom is paid for his release.

Kersten, Thomas’s campaign manager, stated, “the money will be paid if it can be raised in time. We are depending on strong support from the student body to raise the necessary funds.”

Notre Dame - St. Mary’s Theatre presents

Judas Christ

A New Play by Michael Rehak

Feb. 18, 19, 24, 25, 26 8:30 pm
Washington Hall
Tickets: $2, $1.50 for ND-SMC Staff, Faculty, Students
Reservations at 284-4141 and 282-7054
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Here are some special offerings; there’s more “in store”

MEN’S SWEATERS

Reg. $11 to $35 Now ½ price

Choose from many colors and styles...everyone half price!

FAMOUS BRAND DRESS SHIRTS EXACTLY ½ OFF

These are your favorite brand. Stock up now and save. Long sleeves.

BODY SHIRTS

Choose from a special group ½ price

Big, big savings now on these favorites.

ALL WEATHER COATS PRICES REDUCED

Lined and unlined styles from quality names.

SUITs AND SPORTCOATS SAVE ¼, ½, ½

From our stock of university-styled woven suits and coats.

THE NEW FOR SPRING SHIRTS ARE HERE!

Surf Shirts, Golf Shirts, Wallace Berry Shirts to name a few...all in the colors and patterns you want. Stop in for a preview.

Theres the Campus Shop Wow to buy...!

You select your apparel now and pay one-third in July and one-third in August. We never add a service or carrying charge. Open your account now.

GILBERT’S

The Campus Shop

5-1/2:30 1-3:30 4-7:30

Wanted


Additional

Lost (Lansing)

Reward: For return or information on brown leather monocle case, $5.00. To: Gary Walsh, 6984 for information.

Found:

Silk Scarf, possibly with Monogram, 21 in. × 21 in. Call 5220 after midnight.

Lost: Wallet with 10¢. Can keep the money. Return to 223 W. Madison St.

PERSONALS

Cripps.

Permanently losing money $5.00 to the last person who finds it.

You may have no doubts.

Love

March

Prepared for hockey ( intervene), with M.O. seeks short term romance with intelligent female. Special consideration give hate意大利ans with terminal illness, Box 2415, 8:30 pm.

Mike

MOTHER'S DAY GIFT CERTIFICATES

Special for Mother’s Day. Call 283-8180 for appointment.
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Seymour, Welte speak in McCandless

by Maria Gallagher

Residents of McCandless Hall gathered in small discussion groups last Thursday to hear candidates Jean Seymour and Sue Welte advance their coalition platform.

In the informal question and answer sessions, the candidates listed goals for student government, and expanded on a number of points in their campaign leaflets.

Ms. Seymour stated that she and Ms. Welte do not advocate a total merger of student governments, but rather a partial merger, involving the executive cabinets.

"A great deal of duplication of efforts could be remedied by one person holding one position where possible and serving two campuses," she said. She also proposed the creation of a Hall Life Cabinet position at SMC.

Ms. Welte voiced opposition to student government "taking over" the halls, but emphasized willingness to exert influence as elected student officials on behalf of the halls if needed.

Hall apathy in McCandless was discussed. The candidates expressed support for hall-sponsored activities to develop better community relations within them. One student proposed a referendum on the possible establishment of a stay-hall system at SMC, which Seymour and Welte also favored.

Ms. Welte particularly stressed these students' desire to allocate student government funds to the halls for whatever renovations or activities the halls wished.

Calling on students to take an active interest in all matters affecting them, Ms. Seymour proposed the inclusion of student representation on all merger negotiation teams, including institutional teams, the Board of Trustees, and the Board of Directors.

"Students gained a great deal of respect last semester from the Board of Trustees for their knowledgeability and concern during the un-merger crisis," Seymour said. "I believe they would be quite willing to accept a student representative." 

Although she expressed doubt that voting privileges would be support a modification of the present policy here. To use their own words, they have called the system 'very Mickey Mouse'..

In the academic area, Ms. Seymour advocated "a whole new way of thinking in the classroom." She suggested the institution of "office hours to educate women for today's world, dealing with the particular problems of women."

"Women today must cope with a male-oriented society," Seymour claimed. "They must be shown that all fields are open to capable individuals, not just the traditional options of secretary, nurse, or teacher."

In conclusion, the candidates called for an "informed and aroused student body" and pledged to "facilitate the flow of communication" between the two campuses.

Rodgers and Mack introduce 'independent interdependence'

by Marlene Zlotz

St. Mary's candidates Maureen Rodgers and Mary Mack continued their campaign last night in Augusta and McCandless halls, introducing a philosophy they call "independent interdependence."

The idea behind this is to "encourage personal growth by living and working in a true community atmosphere."

Ms. Rogers quoted the SMC procedural manual which states, "every girl has a right to manage personal affairs as long as it doesn't interfere with the school activities that implement this statement would bring about greater individuality and maturity among students.

Academically, Rogers said "the idea that SMC might have been 'postponed,' we must worry about SMC academic programs and push to get immediate answers to our questions concerning majors, degrees and requirements."

Students, she suggested, can exert pressure by forming their parents about what kind of education they are getting for their money.

Stressing that hall councils can be the basis for legislation and reform, Rogers called Augusta Hall this year an "exception" because you have developed some hall unity and established a spirit that is incomprehensible to most SMC students."

Another idea supported by Rogers and Mack is a co-op grocery to enable on- and off-campus students to purchase food supplies at reasonable prices.

"The purpose would not be to make a large profit, but to help the students," said Rogers. Earnings could be used as financial aid to students who work for the co-op. Possible locations are the Regina basement or the O'Laughlin coffee shop.

Rogers also advocated individual hall policies on parietals and would promote "at least Friday and Saturday evening representation on all merger open lobbies in all dorms, adding that security guards could be responsible for this.
A Real Disaster

Yesterday, February 24th, 1972 will go down as a great day in the annals of Notre Dame history. It will go down as a great day because the Student Life Council finally met, finally met for the first time this semester.

And what did the SLC do at the first meeting of the semester? Did that collection of administrators, students, and faculty members assert themselves? Did they chart a new path in their relationship with the ruling plutocrats of this university? Did they, at long last, insist on having real power, power to effect some changes, power to make decisions without having them promptly overruled by Notre Dame's Privy Council—the Trustees?

Most assuredly the Student Life Council did not do any such thing. It considered an edict from the Grand Inquisitor, Provost Fr. James T. Burtichaell, and meekly upheld it.

The edict bluntly told the Student Life Council that they were to consider the membership of the St. Mary's representatives terminated, since the merger negotiations had broken down. Last week the Chairman of the SLC, Professor William Eagan, went hat in hand, to see this university's president. He was informed that the St. Mary's representatives could not sit on the Council. Rather than standing up to the administration and telling them that the Student Life Council was more qualified to decide whether the St. Mary's people should sit on it, the SLC quietly folded.

There were six council representatives who did not want to quietly fold. They voted for Tower representative Floyd Kezele's motion to seat the St. Mary's people. The rest of the Council bowed their heads and shuffled to the tune that the administration called.

The SLC did take full advantage of the escape clause in the Grand Inquisitor's edict, which allowed them to communicate with their St. Mary's brethren, by allowing them speaking privileges on the Council.

Why members continue to attend Student Life Council meetings is somewhat of a mystery. It has no effective leadership to speak of. Its chairman bows in deference to the administration on almost every issue. And the council is only left free to decide matters which the University Plutocrats decide are too unimportant for them to fool with.

The Student Life council is a sham. It is used by the administration to handle tedious, trivial matters and while handling these trivial, tedious matters gives the convenient mirage of community participation in decisions affecting the whole University.

The administration and trustees will quickly institute pyramids and pyramids of tripartite boards in the areas of student life, but will only allow token representation on other decision-making bodies. Take for example the search committee for the new Vice-President for Student Affairs. An obvious candidate for a tripartite board, right? Wrong. There is one, repeat one student on it.

Such is the nature of a hypocritical institution. It garishly displays the language of community, but rejects all it's concrete forms. The new student government administration could do everyone a favor by refusing to hold SLC elections. If there are no pawns available for the administration's games, then maybe, just maybe they might be forced to play by the rules, at long last.
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Judas Christ -- a play you'll talk about

I. franklin devine

Judas Christ opened last weekend at Washington Hall and continues tonight through Saturday. Judah’s play presents us with a fascinating, if not scholarly, speculation on the need of a small cabal of the followers of Jesus to manufacture a Messiah act of a coward.

Despite its inconsistencies, "Why would anyone get so far down the road to 'filling scripture' and not realize the logical conclusion? Is he stupid? Why?" It was the cabal down the teachings of such a short-sighted coward so important that they decided to preach them as a way of life?, the play is an interesting exercise both for others and audience. Behab, while respectable on the surface, concerning Jesus, spins a wonderful web of "how's" with regard to the apostles.

The audience gets the feeling it's being invited into someone's daydream or a staged scenario from a 4 a.m. dorn ball session. The sense is heightened by having the actors appear on stage at the outset in the de rigueur outfits of the youth culture. They then assume the roles of the story (is the celebrant in Bernett’s Mass) with bell bottom and top and turtlenecks pecking out at the audience just enough to remind us that Judas is the staging of the faith industry crisis of youth.

The play is one highlighted by fine, solid and often moving individual performances. For some reason the actors seem not to fade into a smooth ensemble. This lack of the intangible which makes fourteen actors into a single ensemble is perhaps the production's greatest weakness.

Yet were it not for this weakness, many of the outstanding performances would not have been so conspicuous. Mark Genaro has North both to Notre Dame and the ND-SMC Theatre this semester, and he seems to have grown better and deeper as an actor during his one semester absence. His Judas is one of two multi-dimensional characters in the play. Genaro proves himself a strong and moving presence on stage.

The only other full character on stage was James Hawthorne’s Peter. Hawthorne turned in by far his best performance since The Death of Bessie Smith. He conveyed an inner strength without appearing to stretch the character’s credibility. Hawthorne created a man of strengths and doubt, a man of incredible stability, yet plagued with self-doubts. In Hawthorne’s hands, Peter became as significant and moving within the story as Judas.

These two were backed up by a number of strong performances within the company. Particularly impressive was Paulette Petretti as Mary the Mother of Jesus. She managed to avoid all the usual clichés which one would ordinarily associate with the role. Director Reginald Bain’s casting for the production. Mark O’Connell’s zeal of a Thomas bounced off and played well against Mark Swiney’s appropriately misanthropic Matthew. Although the two were well against one another in these two roles, casting them also as the two high priests seemed unnecessary. Perhaps director Bain intended this double casting to further emphasize the biblical vision or dream quality of the play, but it just doesn’t seem to work.

Much of what could only be attributed to the desire to emphasize dream-likeness simply comes across as sloppy. This is particularly true of the show’s lighting. Actors consistently would deliver speeches in darkness, only to have light shone on them after the speech was finished. On one occasion Judas delivered a long speech lit only from the chest down. One was exposed to what seemed to be the sort of technical and blocking sloppiness which comes in early rehearsals. This whole effect was only augmented by an occasional stumbling over some lines - something unheard of in these two theatre productions. If all this was done to enhance an effect which already was well-achieved, it didn’t work.

Richard Bergman’s set with its raked floor, and what little Jerusalem set around a foot of a cross is wonderfully dreamy. It has a frightening reality without substance. It is both chaste and peaceful, warm and forbidding, of reality and yet unearthly. Judas Christ is one of the most provocative plays offered by the Theatre since I’ve been here. It becomes a challenge to the audience... a play which does not comfortably blend into neutrality. This is one you’ll go home and talk about

Tony oppegard

open season of death

"Today, May 17th, we enter Local Board No. 31 in downtown Cleveland to Selective Service records... We, American citizens, completely submit ourselves to the military draft... We submit voluntarily to the desire to emphasize dream-likeness simply comes across as sloppy. This is particularly true of the show’s lighting. Actors consistently would deliver speeches in darkness, only to have light shone on them after the speech was finished. On one occasion Judas delivered a long speech lit only from the chest down. One was exposed to what seemed to be the sort of technical and blocking sloppiness which comes in early rehearsals. This whole effect was only augmented by an occasional stumbling over some lines - something unheard of in these two theatre productions. If all this was done to enhance an effect which already was well-achieved, it didn’t work.

Richard Bergman’s set with its raked floor, and what little Jerusalem set around a foot of a cross is wonderfully dreamy. It has a frightening reality without substance. It is both chaste and peaceful, warm and forbidding, of reality and yet unearthly. Judas Christ is one of the most provocative plays offered by the Theatre since I’ve been here. It becomes a challenge to the audience... a play which does not comfortably blend into neutrality. This is one you’ll go home and talk about..."
Fitzpatrick advocates 'total environment'

by Ann McCarr

Stressing the need for St. Mary's to become "a viable part of the Notre Dame family," MSB President candidate Mike Fitzpatrick and his running mate, Ms. Orr, talked with students in Holy Cross and Regina Halls last night.

Raising their theory on the philosophy that education goes beyond the academic and encompasses all areas of life, Ms. Fitzpatrick and Ms. Orr expressed their commitment to the "creation of the total environment."

"Right now the student body is of a basically homogeneous background. Our theory of education emphasizes the necessity of a broad outlook," Ms. Fitzpatrick said. "To broaden this outlook of individuals we have to bring ethical, rational, and economic minority students to the campus. This is not just to facilitate the education of the minority students, but also to facilitate the education of those students who are here," she continued.

"Last year we were asked by the administration that 'We can't find any qualified black students to run for office," stated Ms. Fitzpatrick, a SMC assembly member.

To remedy this situation, Ms. Fitzpatrick suggested that a remedial program be conducted during the summer and presently under serious consideration at Notre Dame.

Mr. (Orr, SBVP candidate, said the majority of students are white. Both candidates support financial aid for minority students and recognize that a change in the atmosphere must occur in order to entice individuals to come here.

Fitzpatrick and Orr feel that minor substantive changes in the present community government system at St. Mary's can make it a much more workable structure.

"You have to know how to use structures and work through them," claimed Ms. Fitzpatrick. She continued to express her belief that decisions made by the student government should not be "dropped for life without a vote, stating that "the community should have this power."

Ms. Orr who was in charge of the information services during the un merger crisis, expounded on the need of communication between the government and the student body.

"We hope to send out a bi-monthly or weekly newsletter to inform students on not only what we are doing but also of facts that they may not know. For instance the fact that, with approval, a St. Mary's student can set up her own major and curriculum." We would like student government back to day-to-day life, accentuating self something in the basement of Holy Cross, Ms. Fitzpatrick continued.

Both candidates also stressed the need for referendum of decisions of major importance, such as building, what are the opinions of all students can be considered.

Ms. Fitzpatrick and Ms. Orr are seriously dedicated to the merger of Notre Dame and St. Mary's governments, and hope for the immediate merger of the cabinets and legislative bodies.

"The reason why we are not running on a coalition ticket," explained Ms. Orr, a sophomore, "is because we are not locked into a particular attitude of having someone else's plan on the front seat, unconventional, in order to satisfy the opinions of some students who do not have the same viewpoint as ourselves." she continued.

"We are going to be working on the decision of minor substantive changes in the present community government system at St. Mary's. The merger can make it a much more workable structure." Ms. Fitzpatrick said.

"You have to know how to use structures and work through them," claimed Ms. Fitzpatrick. She continued to express her belief that decisions made by the student government should not be "dropped for life without a vote," stating that "the community should have this power." Ms. Orr who was in charge of the information services during the un-merger crisis, expounded on the need of communication between the government and the student body.

"We hope to send out a bi-monthly or weekly newsletter to inform students on not only what we are doing but also of facts that they may not know. For instance the fact that, with approval, a St. Mary's student can set up her own major and curriculum."

"We would like student government back to day-to-day life, accentuating self something in the basement of Holy Cross," Ms. Fitzpatrick continued.

Cunningham, Voll slate entertainment Saturday

by Art Ferranti

To give the students an idea of their plans, this Saturday night in the Student Center, Cunningham and Voll will present a free evening in the Student Center, Cunningham and Voll will present a free entertainment show. It will begin at 7:00 PM and continue until 11:30.

The show will feature the musical, a ventriloquist, a barjo singing, and to highlight the program, the locker room scene of "The Knute Rockne Story" with O'Brien. Cunningham said, "John (Voll) said before that Notre Dame sadness, and this Saturday we going to do something about it."

The show is invitational.

Calling for a realignment of priorities, Student Body President candidate Mike Cunningham said that he bases his campaign on an improved social life, immediate and concrete changes, and a better communication system between the student government and the students.

Although much of his platform deals with social life, Cunningham asserted that he is a "serious candidate" who would like the students to see some "noticeable improvements" at the University for the sixteen dollars student governmental activity fee each student pays.

In order to see what the needs referred to are those students to find their needs. Cunningham promised to use the "total environment" philosophy that education goes into every aspect of life, Ms. Fitzpatrick concluded.
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